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Abstract. The NASA Glenn Research Center is pursuing the development of Brayton cycle power conversion for various NASA initiatives. Brayton cycle power systems offer numerous advantages for space power generation including high efficiency, long life, high maturity, and broad scalability. Candidate mission applications include surface rovers and bases, advanced propulsion vehicles, and earth orbiting satellites. A key advantage is the ability for Brayton converters to span the wide range of power demands of future missions from several kilowatts to multi-megawatts using either solar, isotope, or reactor heat sources. Brayton technology has been under development by NASA since the early 1960’s resulting in engine prototypes in the 2 to 15 kW-class that have demonstrated conversion efficiency of almost 30% and cumulative operation in excess of 40,000 hours. Present efforts at GRC are focusing on a 2 kW testbed as a proving ground for future component advances and operational strategies, and a 25 kW engine design as a modular building block for 100 kW-class electric propulsion and Mars surface power applications.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Office of Space Science (Code S) In-Space Propulsion Program (formerly the Code R Advanced Space Transportation Program) is sponsoring the development of Brayton cycle power conversion technology for future fission propulsion applications. Brayton systems offer a low mass, highly scalable (kilowatts to megawatts) power generation option to support various propulsion architectures. While in-space propulsion provides the major focus, other potential users include NASA’s Human Exploration and the Development of Space (HEDS) Enterprise, the Department of Defense, and the commercial satellite industry.

Brayton power converters can be combined with various heat sources including solar receivers, radioisotope heat source modules, or nuclear reactors. In all cases, heat energy is supplied to the Brayton unit where a fraction of the heat is converted into electricity while the remainder is rejected as waste heat. A Brayton converter consists of a turbine, compressor, and alternator in a sealed housing (called a turbo-alternator) and separate heat exchangers for the heat source and the waste heat rejection. An inert gas, typically a mixture of helium and xenon, is used as the cycle working fluid.

A schematic diagram of a closed Brayton cycle conversion system is shown in Figure 1. The heated fluid from the heat source heat exchanger is expanded through the turbine, passed through a gas cooler where waste heat is transferred to a liquid coolant, and pressurized in the compressor before being re-heated by the heat source. A recuperator heat exchanger between the turbine discharge and heat source inlet is often used to improve cycle efficiency. Waste heat transferred to the liquid coolant is rejected via radiator panels to space. The rotary alternator produces three phase, alternating current (AC). A power management and distribution (PMAD) unit provides electrical control for the Brayton, converts the electrical output to direct current (DC) (if required) and distributes the power to the various spacecraft loads.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic Diagram of Closed Brayton Cycle.

BENEFITS OF BRAYTON TECHNOLOGY

Brayton technology offers numerous benefits for future NASA missions as described in the following sections:

High efficiency—Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) used on many space probes provide thermal-to-electric efficiencies of about 6 to 7%. Recent testing of a 2 kW Solar Dynamic (SD) power system demonstrated Brayton conversion efficiencies of over 29% using 1970’s component technology (Shaltens, 1999). Efficiency improvements can be realized with newer technology and properly selected design parameters including the cycle temperature ratio and compressor pressure ratio. The high efficiency directly translates into reduced heat source and radiator thermal power levels. These reductions result in mass savings for the heat source and radiator and improved launch vehicle packaging.

Attractive electrical output characteristics—Brayton conversion units provide constant power output over the mission life with little or no degradation. The potential for AC power transmission with Brayton could result in considerable conductor mass savings as compared to DC transmission. The rotary alternator of the Brayton unit can be custom configured to provide very high voltage from the windings, perhaps as high as 10,000 Vrms. The high source voltage decreases resistive losses to improve the overall efficiency, reduces the current rating of the transmission cable to lower mass, and the opens the possibility for direct drive to high voltage loads such as electric thrusters. The relatively high speed of the alternator rotor (30 to 60 krpm) also contributes to a high frequency output (800 to 1600 hz) which helps to minimize the transformer mass when converting to different voltage levels.

Scalability to high power—While many static power conversion technologies scale linearly with power level, the turbo-machinery and heat exchangers that comprise Brayton systems do not. High power machines can be very compact and lightweight. Figure 2 presents the improvement in specific mass (kg/kW) with increasing power level for three different space Brayton turbo-alternator designs. The 35 kW turbo-alternator design from the Space Station Freedom (SSF), Solar Dynamic Power Module (SDPM) offers nearly a 3X reduction in specific mass relative to the 2 kW mini-Brayton Rotating Unit (mini-BRU) unit and a 1.5X reduction compared to the 15 kW Brayton Rotating Unit (BRU). This favorable scaling characteristic makes Brayton technology very attractive for high power applications.

Ease of manufacturing—Brayton technology is prevalent in many high power terrestrial applications. Gas turbine electric power plants can provide 100’s of megawatts and are in widespread use in North America and Europe. Aircraft auxiliary power units (APUs), that provide 100’s of kilowatts, are found in most of today’s larger commercial jets. Gas turbine systems are also utilized in large marine propulsion applications. This infrastructure provides a foundation for manufacturing of future space power systems, particularly the turbo-machinery components and heat exchangers. The potential for automated production of Brayton components is contrary to the tedious “hands-on” assembly processes that are characteristic of solar photovoltaic arrays. The ease of manufacturing contributes to both cost and schedule benefits.
High reliability, long life and radiation tolerance—Brayton's potential for high reliability is corroborated by the many thousands of long-operating aircraft APUs. Long life for space Brayton conversion is made possible through the use of non-contacting gas foil bearings, hermetic sealing of the gas circuit preventing working fluid loss, redundant electronic components, and ultraviolet/atomic oxygen protective coatings on all optical surfaces. Radiation degradation is reduced relative to solar photovoltaic arrays since semi-conducting materials are not used on the large exposed surfaces. The constant power output characteristic of Brayton converters assures a stable and reliable power source for the entire mission duration.

POTENTIAL MISSIONS

There are several NASA mission classes for which Brayton cycle power conversion is advantageous including: 1) rovers and robotic science, 2) surface outposts and bases, 3) advanced propulsion vehicles, and 4) earth orbiting satellites.

Rovers and Robotic Science—Robotic science missions will serve as a precursor to human missions for site surveying, engineering data gathering, and technology demonstration. These missions will include orbiters for surface mapping, landers for localized science, and rovers for regional reconnaissance. Current solar photovoltaic technologies limit surface mission duration to about 90 to 120 days. Advanced radioisotope power systems are being developed that will provide constant day/night power in the multi-hundred watt class for 2 to 5 years and beyond. As the science objectives are expanded, power requirements are expected to increase. Candidate applications include science rovers for Mars polar missions to search for evidence of water, remote science landers with deep drilling capabilities, sample return missions, and ultimately, rovers for piloted surface transportation. Power levels are projected in the 1 to 10 kW range.

Surface Outposts and Bases—The outpost will be the initial human emplacement and will include landers, habitats, and resource pilot plants. Nuclear power systems which are unaffected by the day/night cycle and resistant to environmental degradation are strongly favored. Two primary options exist for power generation: 1) smaller, dedicated systems for each element, or 2) a centralized reactor power system that serves multiple elements. The reactor power system is favored to minimize mass and allow for outpost evolution. Aggregate power requirements for the surface outpost are in the 10 to 50 kW range. Follow-on surface bases will establish a semi-permanent or permanent human presence. These missions will include scientific laboratories, habitats with closed loop life support, and resource production plants. Power levels could grow into the multi-hundred kilowatt range.

Advanced Propulsion Vehicles—Future robotic and human missions will rely heavily on advanced propulsion technologies to improve payload fraction and trip time. Electric propulsion systems can provide large propellant mass savings over chemical systems due to their very high specific impulse, but require considerably more
spacecraft power. Power levels associated with nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) vehicles will range from about 100 kW for smaller outer planet science missions to multi-megawatts for large Mars human/cargo missions. Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR) technology also offers significant performance advantages over chemical propulsion systems due to the combination of high specific impulse and high thrust. The benefits are enhanced through a bi-modal configuration that utilizes the same reactor core for both propulsion and electric power generation.

Earth Orbiting Satellites—As civil, military, and commercial satellites grow in power level, solar Brayton technology provides a viable alternative to excessively large photovoltaic arrays. Power levels for low earth orbit (LEO) earth observation satellites are projected in the 5 to 10 kW range. Military missions employing space-based radar or space-based laser technologies are expected to range from several kilowatts to over 100 kilowatts, and may require the power system to operate in a pulsed-power mode. Commercial communications satellites in geosynchronous orbit (GEO) in the 15 to 20 kW level are already in use and projections show power levels increasing to more than 50 kW.

BRAYTON HISTORY

Space Brayton technology was introduced in the late 1960’s under the Brayton Rotating Unit (BRU) development program. The objective was to design, build, and test a 10.5 kW Brayton conversion system that could be used with either a solar heat receiver or isotope heat source (Davis, 1972). Four separate BRU turbo-alternator units were fabricated and tested, compiling over 40,000 hours of operation. The overall power conversion system included a Brayton Heat Exchanger Unit (BHXU) providing a combined recuperator and gas cooler for the BRU. Near the end of the program, one of the turbo-alternators (BRU-F) was modified with foil bearings and a higher capacity cooling system to produce 15 kW. The BRU program was followed closely by the Brayton Isotope Power System (BIPS) program in the mid-1970’s. Under BIPS, a 2 kW mini-BRU and recuperator were developed for isotope power applications (McCormick, 1978). The scaled version incorporated advanced foil bearings and internal stator cooling for greater reliability and simplicity. The mini-BRU was successfully tested for 1000 hours during the BIPS program. A scale comparison of the BRU and mini-BRU units is provided in Figure 3. During the 1980’s Space Station Freedom (SSF) program, a 35 kW Brayton Solar Dynamic Power Module (SDPM) underwent significant design and component development before the program was cancelled (Staff, 1993). That design formed the basis for the 1990’s 2 kW Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstration (SD GTD), which utilized the mini-BRU turbo-alternator and recuperator combined with SDPM derived designs for the concentrator, receiver, and radiator. The SD GTD system compiled 800 hours of operation in a thermal-vacuum environment with simulated solar input (Shaltens, 1999). All of the SD GTD components operated as expected with no failures or degradation. A flight version of the 2 kW solar Brayton power system was nearly completed for a 1998 demonstration on the Mir Space Station, but was cancelled due to Shuttle manifest changes.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of BRU and Mini-BRU Turbo-Alternators.
CURRENT PROGRAM

The current NASA GRC Brayton power conversion project is pursuing a two-pronged approach to technology development with the primary emphasis on future reactor-powered electric propulsion applications. The first task of the project is the establishment of an in-house Brayton testbed utilizing the 2 kW power conversion unit from the SD GTD project. The second task of the project is the design of a 25 kW-class Brayton converter for a wide-range of potential power and propulsion applications.

The 2 kW Brayton testbed unit, shown in Figure 4, provides an effective tool for refining operations strategies, characterizing subsystem interfaces and evaluating advanced component technologies. A SiC electrical resistance gas heater supplies the heat input for the Brayton converter, in place of the original SD GTD receiver. The heater controller allows thermal simulation of a reactor interface to prove-out startup, transient and shutdown operations. A major focus of this year’s activities is the development of a modern breadboard electrical controller. The controller would provide motoring startup capability, speed and voltage control of the Brayton unit, and would interface with potential electric loads. The electrical controller is a key area for technology advancement. Future efforts are planned to address high voltage power transmission (for electric thrusters), multi-Brayton converter operation, digital supervisory control, and autonomous health monitoring. An integrated test of the 2 kW Brayton unit with an ion thruster to demonstrate compatible electrical interfaces has also been proposed. Another area where the 2 kW testbed unit could prove useful is the development of a lightweight Brayton radiator. GRC is pursuing designs for 100 kW-class NEP radiators utilizing advanced composite materials and innovative heat transport techniques. Development of a sub-scale prototype and integration with the 2 kW Brayton unit would demonstrate radiator technology readiness. In the far term, the testbed could serve as a proving ground for advanced high temperature materials. The use of refractory alloys or ceramics for the high temperature elements of the Brayton converter could provide significant system mass and radiator area reductions. As candidate materials are identified, replacement parts could be fabricated for evaluation in the 2 kW unit.

The 25 kW Brayton design studies are meant to provide a starting point for the development of future higher power systems. The 25 kW converter size, as a single unit or in multiples, was chosen to address the widest range of applications from initial Mars surface power plants to robotic NEP to bi-modal NTR. As more focus is given to the mission studies, the nominal converter size may be adjusted. The design effort consists of system studies by GRC and concept development studies by three aerospace contractors: Boeing/Rocketdyne, Pratt & Whitney, and Allison.

FIGURE 4. 2 kW Brayton Testbed Unit at GRC.
The scope of the contractor-led concept studies covers 5 subtasks. Task 1 requires the contractor to develop a conceptual design of a 25 kW converter including state point operating characteristics and physical properties based on existing or near term technology. Tasks 2 through 4 will examine the design and cost impacts of several key performance parameters including higher turbine inlet temperatures (Task 2), higher alternator voltage (Task 3), and increased converter power (Task 4). Task 5 requires the contractors to generate cost estimates and development schedules for the 25 kW converter through engineering demonstration and flight hardware fabrication. The results of these design studies are expected in early '02. Follow-on efforts are anticipated in 2002 and 2003 to generate detailed designs for the fabrication and test of full-scale converter engineering demonstration units.

The GRC analytical studies have examined system configuration options and performance sensitivities. The studies were performed using the Excel-based spreadsheet model, NUCOPT (Nuclear Optimization). The model accounts for all the major subsystems: heat source, power conversion, heat rejection, and PMAD. The system studies have focused on a 100 kW NEP application while assuming the use of existing or near term technology. The heat source is based on Marshall Space Flight Center’s Safe Affordable Fission Engine (SAFE) heat pipe reactor concept (Houts, 2001) assumed to provide up to 500 kWt with a mass of 489 kg for the reactor, 266 kg for structure and 583 kg for shielding. A 95% efficient heat source heat exchanger provides direct gas heating across the heat pipe condenser sections. The Brayton converters utilize superalloy materials allowing a turbine inlet temperature of 1144K (1600°F). Brayton component efficiencies were assumed as follows: turbine 90%, compressor 80%, recuperator 95%, and alternator 94%. The heat rejection system, consisting of 2-sided radiator panels, heat transport loop, and liquid coolant has an areal density of 6 kg/m² (based on planform area). The 97% efficient PMAD unit accepts 2000 Vrms, 1 kHz alternator output from each of the converters and distributes filtered power to the ion thruster power processing units via a 50 m transmission cable.

The system configuration studies have mainly addressed questions regarding the power conversion architecture. Is a recuperator required? How many converters should be used? What is the impact of carrying a spare converter? Should each converter utilize a dedicated radiator, or should a common radiator be shared among the converters? A reference configuration was developed for the 100 kW NEP application including 3 recuperated-converters, no spares, and dedicated radiators. Including PMAD losses, each converter provides 34.5 kW to meet the 100 kW requirement. Figure 5 shows the system mass and radiator area trade-offs versus reactor thermal power for a range of cycle temperature ratios (turbine inlet divided by compressor inlet temperature (CIT)) and compressor pressure ratios (CPR). The pressure ratio variations produce three distinct local optima for minimum reactor power, minimum radiator area and minimum mass at each temperature ratio (\(Trat\)). The two curves have been drawn through the locus of points representing the arithmetic average of the three local optima pressure ratios at each temperature ratio. The selected reference design point has a temperature ratio of 3.0 and compressor pressure ratio of 2.1 resulting in a system mass of 33.3 kg/kWe, radiator area of 200 m², and reactor power of 457 kWt. A 100 kWt reduction in reactor power results in a mass penalty of 7% and a radiator area penalty of 52%.

**FIGURE 5.** Reference Configuration Performance Trade-offs.
Table 1 summarizes the performance sensitivities associated with alternate power conversion architectures. The impact of increasing the number of converters to four is a 7% mass penalty, whereas a decrease in the number of converters to two results in a 8% mass savings. Eliminating the recuperator causes a 27% system mass increase and a dramatic 3X increase in radiator size. The excessively large radiator for the non-recuperated case resulted from the high cycle temperature ratio needed to meet the 500 kWt reactor thermal power constraint. For the configurations that include spares, the converters are sized so that if a loss occurs the remaining converters can still provide full system output power (i.e., 100 kW). (Operationally, all of the converters would operate at partial power rather than maintaining spare units in a dormant standby condition.) The mass penalty of carrying a spare converter with a shared radiator configuration is 12%, while the mass penalty of carrying a spare converter and dedicated radiator is 18%. Based on these preliminary sensitivity studies, the converter size and the use of spares have a moderate impact on mass, and non-recuperated configurations are not favored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Converter Power (kW)</th>
<th>System Mass (kg/kWe)</th>
<th>Radiator Area (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Recup. Converters, No Spares,</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated Radiators (3/0/3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Recup. Converters (4/0/4)</td>
<td>25.9 (75%)</td>
<td>35.7 (107%)</td>
<td>205 (103%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Recup. Converters (2/0/2)</td>
<td>51.8 (150%)</td>
<td>30.5 (92%)</td>
<td>193 (97%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Non-recup. Converters (3/0/3)</td>
<td>34.5 (100%)</td>
<td>42.4 (127%)</td>
<td>610 (305%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Recup. Converters, 1 Spare,</td>
<td>34.5 (100%)</td>
<td>37.1 (112%)</td>
<td>200 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Radiator (4/1/1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Recup. Converters, 1 Spare,</td>
<td>34.5 (100%)</td>
<td>39.1 (118%)</td>
<td>266 (133%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated Radiators (4/1/4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSIONS

GRC is continuing the development of closed Brayton cycle power conversion as a stable and reliable power source for a variety of NASA missions and applications. Brayton systems, with either nuclear or solar heat sources, offer numerous benefits including high efficiency and long life. Brayton is especially well-suited to high power (100’s of kilowatts) and high voltage (1000’s of volts) applications such as Nuclear Electric Propulsion. The current GRC project is building on the heritage of previous efforts including the Brayton Rotating Unit, Brayton Isotope Power System, Solar Dynamic Power Module, and Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstration projects. The present effort is focusing on an in-house 2 kW advanced technology testbed and a 25 kW-class Brayton converter design. GRC is guiding the development of the high power design effort through analytical studies and hardware demonstrations to evaluate system performance of various configurations and architectures.
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